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Swami: Good evening guys. What is happening in the globe? The 
earthquakes, how many hits She did it? How much damage She did it 
and She keeps doing it… Unbelievable process, you have no idea what 
your Swami done it. Few people they unbelievably helped maximum. 
Tobias can you pull Brett I-phone. We tried, I sended to Egypt several 
people, to Manasarovara several people, Kasi several people, Yaganti 
several people. Ramakrishna whatever he did it, Constanze whatever 
she did it, Brett whatever he did it. Fixing to the Vatican I sended 
somebody.  
I'm not understanding Her pattern…even the Ramakrishna to 
Veerabrahmhendra, what he manifested some statue, whatever it is, 
yes, Lord Venkateshwara’ energy we pulled it. Tons of power objects, 
yes, we used it but first question, how many people have seen the 
golden teeth of the Mother?  You have the picture the golden teeth of 
the Mother?  
 
Rama: Yes we have it.  
 
Swami:  You took the picture? 
 
Rama:  Gautam took the picture. We have it. 
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Swami:  In a granite statue, is it possible without breaking, putting the 
golden teeth? Now she's closed. One part we fixed it…several 
processes… we went to Hampi, this and that, whatever it is - got help. 
The globe is unbelievable panic. Steve, he did his job. The eighteen 
people I putted some process through Monika, she did maximum her 
best. The eighteen people they did their maximum best. Alexandra did 
her maximum best. Constanze, she went one place.  It's quite 
interesting place?  
 
Constanza:  Yes.  
 
Swami: Quite interesting people. I used that people energy too. 
Nostradamus what he already predicted before, whatever it is, that his 
place, whatever the energy how to pull it, they're underway. But 
except the rock, remaining things about the Big Boss, A to Z we have it. 
Is it true Steve?  
 
Steven: Yes Swami.  
 
Swami: We fixed it. Where is the problem? It's not the Big Boss, He's so 
far protecting it. Everybody putted the responsibility of the divine 
souls on my shoulders, "You take care. Let's see." Charity work is 
charity work running.  This globe is running…handling the crazy 
characters’ illusions through illusions - I'm using it as a medicine. At 
least try to think with your consciousness, maximum you try your best 
guys otherwise we don't want to lose millions of people. Tobias, can 
you check from Brett from the last night how many places She hitted 
it?  
 
Brett:  Seven places. 
 
Swami:  Seven places since last night? India any chance? 
 
Brett:  Nothing in India. 
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Swami:  Where is the major seven places Brett?  
 
Brett:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Monika, you sure RK got the water? RK did his job? 
 
Monika T:  Yes he did. 
 
Swami: Okay. Approximate how many hits She did it Brett, since two 
months, put it that way? 
 
Brett:  For the last thirty days it's been over two hundred hits across the 
world, between two hundred, three hundred over last month across 
thirty-seven countries.  
 
Swami:  In two months how many hits? 
 
Brett:  I don't have that number Swami, but it would probably be 
anywhere from five hundred, six hundred, I only have the information 
for one month.  
 
Swami:  Brett, we really have enough sleep since long time? 
 
Brett:  No Swami, not at all. 
 
Swami:  Working, working, working, understanding, thinking, 
thinking, thinking, several people. It's not kama energy, it's not... I 
always say Kala, don't trust the time. More than two hundred hits She 
did it. I no need a computer. How, how we need to protect this all 
hitting places people? They'll be in pain or not?  Panic?  Hello?  
 
Students: Yes.  
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Swami: You're not answering guys? Tobias?  
 
Tobias: Yes they'll be in panic.  
 
Swami: I want to take Jiva Samadhi. She's taking different angle Jiva 
Samadhi – whole globe Jiva Samadhi. Hun-un, I put it on hold but I 
broughted the Big Boss A to Z.  Steven knows something majority and 
the rock eighteen people they know it exactly. If you really can see Her 
pattern, the numbers, which angle like a cobra She's going, then exactly 
we can… She opened the golden teeth – shut-up… Liquid running… 
Shut-up. The Switzerland lady, in her hands non-stop flowing, coming 
out.  
I sended even Shilpa and Navya out… of course everybody's passports 
you sended Brett? We did not send it anywhere, to be honest, it's there 
in the office, not to fly. Even Alexandra, she want to fly… sleep… In 
office we're discussing with all several people. Out of the blue, she's 
very tired, she took a nap. Sleep. She want to go somewhere to India. 
She keeps making the bailouts, "I want to travel somewhere." "Okay, 
are you tired?" Just one power object, no any chemicals, no injections, 
no Constanze has… she's sleeping non-stop. She said, "How I slept?"  
"We don't know."  
The point why I'm saying here, try to find the pattern. Take a map, 
complete how many hits exactly keep hitting there. Count it. Take the 
final number. In Sri Chakra, the petals for example, ya ma ta ra ja ba na 
sa la gam, na ja bha ja ja ja ra, ma sa ja sa ta ta ga, sa bha ra na ma ya 
wa,bha ra na bha bha ra wa –  take all that, like a ya ma, ma ya – take it 
in the English words where is that number it comes – maya, yama. 
Figure out that. Come with the different conclusions, different, 
different, use your consciousnesses. I'm giving to you final trigger. 
Final trigger we use it make it quiet. Stop about remaining things, your 
family whatever it is, leave it. Find out otherwise we'll lose tons of tons 
of people. If She's out of the cage as a tiger… find out, this is your 
homework, put it that way. I used the Baba energy, Paramahamsa 
Ramakrishna energy, Yogananda energy, tons of different characters's 
energy… No need to tell. Find out the pattern. Each person needs to 
come different, different ideas then finally whatever I want to do, I'll 
do it. You okay Simon?  
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Simon:  Yes, thank you. 
 
Swami: Find out, find out, find out, find out, find out, don't give up, 
hun- un. All country people they're not putting how much damage is 
happened, only they're showing this Richter scale this happened, this 
happened, this happened but I know in the consciousness level, or 
intelligence report whatever it is, how much souls is gone. I'm not 
giving a panic. Don't give panic. We're safe. We are safe, that I fixed it. 
This fort, we're safe. Figure out… Constanza don't make again the tiles 
fall off. You saw it? 
 
Constanza:  I saw it, yes. 
 
Swami:  Where?  
 
Constanze:  In one building some tiles about two feet by two feet 
jumped out of the wall, they came out not like accident only one time, 
no, it came out two times.  
 
Swami:  She don't have that much guts to enter here, put that way. In 
my swing under that tamarind tree, certain branches it looked broken. 
It cracked, fixed it, stay. I'm sure you can figure out. I'm sure you can 
figure out! Then if you're not able to figure out, next step what I'm 
going to take a decision, we'll see. Without fixing it, hun-un I won't 
give up. Physically or soul levelly, whatever it is, I putted everything 
under hold, She's playing Her game, okay, play, let Her get tired, put it 
that way. Eighteen people they're meditating. I tolded them, “Should 
not turn off any candles.” Twelve candles is out and one guy, his cloth 
got burned in the Jesus Temple. Monika is in the middle and she's 
doing her process. It means, even She's trying Her maximum best.  
You can put your music whatever it is aside, take a map with your 
computer, take a look at it, watch out - gently look what's going on. If I 
keep leaving this, it's not advisable… that's one part… use your 
consciousness majority, don't get panic.  Promise guys?  
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Students: Yes. 
  
Swami: Hello?  
 
Students: Yes Swami. 
  
Swami: Good luck then... So give the arati to the Baba five minutes 
before ahead. And sit, watch out, if you want to fly to your countries, 
you're most welcome. You have free will. If you want to get protect 
yourself and family you can fix, this is the right place on the globe, put 
it that way. Certain people, certain persons, whatever it is, I putted it in 
the right places. They're all, unbelievable thousands of people I gave 
the homework. Now again finally I'm giving the homework. Finally 
I'm giving the homework to you guys. You can figure out in any area 
in our ashram, any place you can sit, think.  
Good luck then… Have a nice time but I'll be awake, keep walking and 
watching. Good luck. 
 

End of Talk 
 


